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Project in one sentence
A web application that enables a group of users to decide on certain matters fast and easily.

Short description
A web application that enables a group of users to decide on certain matters fast, fair and
easily. One user of the group can either make use of app generated polls on certain topics
(e.g. movie, restaurant, vacation) or create decision polls with custom options. Other users
can easily join the decision-poll via QR-Code, link etc. and make a decision.  As a result the
app tries to suggest one of the options in a fair way considering the decisions of all
participating users.

Why do you want to realise it, why is it important to you?
Currently, there is no well-built and user-friendly solution in the web for making decisions on
topics chosen by the user. In general, we want to provide cool options for coming to a
decision with other people. We want to figure out different types of decision making and
come up with web solutions.  (one bad solution: https://voteupapp.com/)

Target audience
Simply everyone who wants to reach an agreement with others:

● group of friends
● couples
● lovers
● colleagues
● teams

https://voteupapp.com/


User Interaction
User-chosen-topic - User generated poll

User selects type of decision → User creates options for a specific topic → User finishes
creating poll and copies the ‘share link’/QR-code → User shares the poll with others →
Others make their decisions and submit → Voters view results of the poll → app suggests
the ideal/fairest decision

User-chosen-predefined-topic - app generated poll

User selects predefined topic  → App generates options → App finishes creating poll and
user copies the ‘share link’/QR-code → User shares the poll with others → Others make their
decisions and submit → Voters view results of the poll → app suggests the ideal/fairest
decision

Product Design - User Stories
Decision-types

● single-option yes no (eg impfpflicht)
● multioption yes no (like tinder)
● multioption scaling (1-10)
● singleoption scaling (1-10)
● date (eg Doodle)

As a user I want to…
● make decisions with others
● have a fast and fair decision
● easily start the decision-poll
● create an option-set myself
● have predefined option-set

○ movies, restaurants, vacation …
○ dates

● have different decision-types
○ yes,no
○ scaling (0% - 100%)

● easily join (QR-Code, Link)



Feature-Ideas
● weighted votes
● iterations of choices


